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A manically disorienting,

dissociative dance around

domestic dysfunction and

deep trauma.



Two sisters attempt to rebuild their relationship in the

midst of a waking nightmare, while trying to convince

each other of the truth about the disappearance of their

Father and past traumas.

Short Synopsis



Fay reconnects with her sister, Alice, as she misremembers the cause of her

Father's disappearance and allows it to consume her.

Fay lives a life that is blurred and frayed at the edges; memories are catching up

with her as past cruelties, and tragedies collide into sharp focus through a myriad

of visions and half-remembered history.

Fay's sister, Alice, reaches out and reveals that they have been left a house by

their missing Father, now presumed dead. To retrieve her Father’s house, Fay has

to meet with Candace, Alice’s biological Mother and the woman Fay holds

responsible for her past trauma.

The two sisters attempt to rebuild their relationship, while trying to convince

one another of the truth about their family and their history.

Long Synopsis



With 'Wild Bones', we wanted to explore the relationships between people who share the same

history, but have dramatically different ideas on what actually took place within that history.

We wanted to investigate culpability, fragmentation of the mind and manipulation of identity

through the idea of others. We wanted to look closely at memory, and explore when memory

transforms into something beyond reality and takes on a life of its own. We especially wanted to

explore these ideas and themes through the dynamic between sisters, torn between a Father and

a Mother, and approach this situation with a fuelled sense of intensity.

Memory and feeling is an intensely intimate thing, so we wanted to try and really delve into the

idea of how to visualise that in a different way while tapping into something emotionally

universal and relatable. This led us to develop deep individual characterization all with differing

perspectives set against a shared background.

We hope 'Wild Bones' provokes discussion and thoughts concerning the families impact on

wellbeing, identity and what it means to be human.

In addition, there's also a joke about a cat in there somewhere.

Directors Vision



Cast
Fay

Alice
Candace

Gary
Dad

Roxy Bugler

Mary Roubos

Liz Farahadi

Tom Cray

Gareth Haynes



Jack James - Writer, Director, Producer
With a fine art background, Jack began by creating crazed stop motion

animations and went on to create ‘The Barbicans’ and ‘Itch Dear Wil’, which

played at a number of outdoor festivals including Latitude, Shambala and

Glastonbury.

He then adapted the fevered atmosphere of his animations into live-action and

began to develop his debut full-length feature, ‘Malady’. The film went onto

receive critical acclaim from publications such as Variety, played worldwide at

festivals such as Cinequest, Fargo and East End Film Festival and secured

worldwide distribution through The Orchard and Random Media.

Jack's second feature film, 'Wild Bones', was shot during the lockdown in early

2021 and has now started playing festivals through 2022 including Cinequest, 
Cine-Excess Distinctive Visions, Melbourne Underground, Oaxaca Festival and BizarroLand. The film won the

award for Best Narrative Feature at the Atlanta Underground Film Festival, Arizona Underground Film

Festival and Cuzco Underground Film Festival, and also won an award for Outstanding Acting (Roxy Bugler)

at Kansas City Underground Film Festival. 




